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        Richard Clapton – Great Southern Nights    

            
            Richard Clapton as one of Australia’s foremost singer/songwriters, paved the way for subsequent generations of songwriters to write about the experience of being Australian.
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        Steel City Strings Quartet    

            
            Due to popular demand, the Steel City Strings Quartet is back to captivate audiences with an enchanting evening of classical music.
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        Magic Men Take Over Wollongong    

            
            Magic Men is bringing together the biggest and baddest crew to take over Wollongong!!!
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        Bollywood Neon Party    

            
            Get ready to dance the night away at the Illawarra’s Biggest Bollywood Holi Neon Glow Party at Mr Crown, Wollongong – it’s going to be lit!
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        Live@Lunch with AZ-I-AM    

            
            AZ-I-AM, where musical genres collide and fuse.They first appeared in 2008 and have performed at festivals, folk clubs and have been support act for international performers.The band has recently changed from trio to quartet and welcomes Wolfgang Kloger, (multi-instrumentalist) who adds a new dimension to an already eclectic mix of Chris Wilson’s original works and adapted covers.Johnny Spillane brings a strong Celtic influence with his magic whistles, while Ray Marshall adds a touch of country sunshine on the Dobro.If variety is the spice of life, then this band delivers.
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        Live@Lunch With Chordeaux    

            
            Chord-eaux is an Illawarra-based folk band which has, for over 10 years, built up a wonderful repertoire of folk songs and tunes from Australia, Ireland, Scotland, England and other countries around the world. Chord-eaux has support from Wollongong City Council as a community band and is committed to keeping folk music and colonial dancing alive in the Illawarra region.Chord-eaux has been called “the Illawarra’s busiest band” playing a large number of concerts every year at community events and colonial dances as well as providing much appreciated entertainment for aged care functions and facilities.
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        Live@Lunch with the Klezmer Valley Girls    

            
            The Klezmer Valley Girls are a group of skilled musicians who have joined forces on a journey through Jewish celebratory music.Klezmer Valley Girls play exotic Eastern European music, laced with Americana spice. The ensemble features an unusual combination of instruments including banjo, virtual accordion, and electric guitar. Band members have performed at a wide variety of venues and on ABC Radio National. The Klezmer Valley Girls’ studio album, The Klezmer Valley Experience, features several guest artists and is available on CD and via streaming platforms.We bring together an eclectic array of musical talents and experience in this recently formed band.– flute player Ginette Carrard,– double bassist Catherine Golden– accordionist Serge Stanley– banjoist Alexandra KaufmanThe Klezmer Valley Girls explore new ways that their unusual combination of instruments can evoke the spirited sounds of this vital and exotic music. Whether you enjoy relaxing and listening to music or getting up and dancing this band has something original to offer you.
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        Live@Lunch With K & D    

            
            The K&D’s, a dynamic duo who perform folk with a twist.Another ‘wing’ of the trio Rare Birdz, Kieran Flannery and Desley Taylor join forces to deliver a mix of dark and sparkly originals and evergreen classics with folk, Americana, rock and blues influences.Desley Taylor, an accomplished singer songwriter, writes all the original songs for Rare Birdz and recently completed a two-person musical called Love In a Major Minor which opens later this year at Project Contemporary Artspace (funded by WCC).Kieran Flannery, guitar virtuoso and singer songwriter, writes original songs through personal life experience. Kieran has been lead guitar in working bands for more than twenty years (Taurus Run, Dainty Rumble, Flannelette Jett, MemTV Retro and a 60s tribute show). His rock-blues feel lends a delicious layer to Desley’s edgy, beautiful folk-noir playlist.As part of Rare Birdz, Kieran and Desley have played a variety of venues and events for Illawarra Folk Club (City Diggers, Thirroul Rail Institute, Crown Street Mall) Illawarra Music Foundry (Live Stream event), Art House Café, Port Kembla summer sessions and private house concerts both local and Sydney-side.They’ve also been part of a number of community events from Playing for the Firies in 2022, Project Gallery Artspace opening nights (2020 Remix & Still Life) and Laneways Live festival in the Crown Street Mall for WCC (2022) – and a video project “Rare Birdz & Other Animals” funded by a WCC Small Grant (during Covid).”
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        Rhiana Alana Lewis (USA) + Gracie Love + Amy Schwarz + Hatsia    

            
            Society City Presents…Rhiana Alana Lewis (USA) + Gracie Love + Amy Schwarz + Hatsia
        

        
        Read more
    




    
        Live@Lunch with AZ-I-AM    

            
            AZ-I-AM, where musical genres collide and fuse.They first appeared in 2008 and have performed at festivals, folk clubs and have been support act for international performers.The band has recently changed from trio to quartet and welcomes Wolfgang Kloger, (multi-instrumentalist) who adds a new dimension to an already eclectic mix of Chris Wilson’s original works and adapted covers.Johnny Spillane brings a strong Celtic influence with his magic whistles, while Ray Marshall adds a touch of country sunshine on the Dobro.If variety is the spice of life, then this band delivers.
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          Plan your visit

          Make the most of our city. We’ve got you covered with city info, maps, transport tips and places to stay.
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							🏙️Experience the heart of the Gong, & discover world-class bars & food, unique shops, art & culture!
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            Suns out, fun's out! It's World Margarita Day 🍹
            
	                
	            	                    
        
    



    
        
            🐉 Lunar New Year celebrations were so much fun!
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            How does a free movie under the stars sound? 🍿 
            	                    
        
    



    
        
            🎺 Get ready to jam at @honk_oz this weekend! It
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